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CCTV 1) Fill in the blanks and circle the right answer If you are headed

you a scolding as well. NBC Dawna Friesen explains. DF: Walk down any street in Britain and they are there. More than 4 million security cameras most of them. 
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Worksheet Week 7: CCTV 1) Fill in the blanks and circle the right answer If you are headed across the pond to ____________ smile, because you may find yourself on __________ camera; In some parts of the country, you are likely to be caught on video as many as __________ times a day. Now, in one town in Northern England, the cameras won’t just be watching you they could be giving you a scolding as well. NBC Dawna Friesen explains. DF: Walk down any street in Britain and they are there. More than 4 million security cameras most of them silent sentinels but now some of them speak. Voice: Morning, you are being monitored by CCTV. DF: Loudspeakers have been fitted to _________ CCTV cameras. The effect? Shock and usually a sheepish correction of bad behaviour. It’s a pilot project in Middlesbrough, England. Mayor Ray Mallon, a former police officer doesn’t take kindly to crime, his nickname is Robocop. Ray Mallon: the number one priority isn’t terrorism, the number one priority within the public domain is what we call _______________; people on the streets who misbehave. Voice: Would you please get off? You are in a pedestrian area. DF: The commanding but anonymous voice comes from this control centre where operators keep 24 hour watch through _________ cameras. Voice: Would the female in the brown coat please pick the rubbish up and put it in the __________. DF: It’s pretty unnerving to be shouted at in public but the whole point of this is to shame people. Voice: Thank you for that. DF: You’re welcome. The operators are trained to be polite and already the system has been used to break up a number of late night brawls. It will be effective. If you don’t do anything wrong, we won’t shout. DF: Security technology is becoming more intrusive, it’s in your _______, on the _______, even strapped to the heads of police officers. Simon Davis: The use of these cameras amount to ________________ on the people. We will watch you, we will monitor, we will control you… What sort of country have we become? DF: So far there has been no complaint from the public but there is some _________. Woman: It’s horrible having you know a _______________ up there. DF: Now ________________ is not only keeping an eye on you, he’s shouting at you too. 1. You “ are headed across the pond” means you: a) cross the Atlantic b) go to the swimming pool c) go to Middlesbrough 2. Another name for CCTV is a) scanning camera b) candid camera c) scolding camera 3. If you give someone a scolding: a) you give them friendly advice b) you speak angrily to someone because they have done something wrong c) you congratulate someone 4. In the UK you can be watched by CCTV up to: a) 300 times a day



b) 30 times a day c) 3000 times a day 5. In Middlesbrough, they have equipped _____ CCTV cameras with loudspeakers: a) 7 b) 17 c) 70 6. Which one is not mentioned: CCTV can be found a) in bins b)in cars c) in buses 7. Simon Davis says this evolution amounts to: a) physical welfare b) psychological warfare c) psychological welfare 8. The reporter ends with a reference to a) reality TV b) the book 1984 c) family ties



Right or Wrong? Justify with a quote. Most people refuse to comply with the given order . R/W _____________________________________________________________________________________ The Mayor of Middlesbrough used to work for a security company. R/W _____________________________________________________________________________________ He thinks terrorism is what matters most to his electors. R/W _____________________________________________________________________________________ Talking CCTV cameras are only used to prevent littering. R/W _____________________________________________________________________________________ Everyone supports the scheme. R/W _____________________________________________________________________________________ Fill in the blanks It was sold on the ________ principally of being to deal with terrorism, to deal with serious ____________, to deal with big crimes. It was not sold on the issue of dealing with dog-fouling or __________ or, indeed, where people took their children to school, or what they put in their ___________ , it was sold on a much grander issue; Of course people are generally ____________ with using surveillance against the Mr Big, against the drug barons and so on. They are a lot less comfortable when they are used against them for what they consider to be _________ infringements. But there are now ___________ surveillances every week approved by local government, at often a very low ___________. It’s not properly scrutinized. There is of course a control _____________, but it’s not a very tight one and that’s why Simon Milton, quite properly, has written out to all the heads of local ______________, saying we should bring this under review, we don’t want this policy to come into ___________, as indeed I don’t. But it’s notable, isn’t it, that one week after I __________ on issues like these, including this, that we see this response. At the very least, if nothing else- we’ve had that good effect. The review is very ___________, I am very pleased that Simon Milton has put it in progress because it will come out of the review and we’ll see that there will be a very explicit set of decisions as to what can and can’t be done. That will be a good ____________. Comprehension Questions According to David Davis what was the initial goal of CCTV? Give examples of minor infringements. According to David Davis why isn’t the system satisfactory? What is being done to change this? What did he do to show his disagreement with the policy? Pros and Cons: Find three arguments in favor of CCTV and three against their use. ______________________________ ______________________________ ______________________________ ______________________________ ______________________________ ______________________________ Grammar Fill in the blanks using the adequate prepositions: Through/about/off/to/across/in The journalist watched as a cyclist riding ________ a pedestrian area was ordered to stop. “Would the young man on the bike please get_________ and walk as he is riding _________ a pedestrian area”, came the command. The surprised young man stopped, and looked ________. A look of horror spread ________ his face as he realized the voice was referring ________ him. Complete the sentences using the verbs in brackets and adding the relevant prepositions: Down/at/out/off/ into/above/around verb:_____ preposition: . Yesterday, I ( borrow)__________ a bicycle and (take) __________a ride a pedestrian street. Suddenly a voice (ring) _________ me. People standing (laugh) ________ me. The voice basically ( shame) ___________ me (get)___________ my bike.



Pair Work 1. What is CCTV? Give the meaning of the letters. 2. Is CCTV used a lot in the UK? 3. What type of incidents is captured on CCTV? 4. Should CCTV be used to fight against littering? 5. Is littering a problem where you live? 6. Would talking cameras be popular in France? 7. Why does the government portray CCTV as an effective tool? 8. Does CCTV discourage crime? 9. Can you think of other ways to discourage crime? 10. Is CCTV helpful in prosecuting crime? 11. Should CCTV only be used to fight against big crimes like terrorism? 12. Are we living in a surveillance state? 13. What do you know about privacy laws in your country? Vocabulary Actually Fines Bin Furthermore Brawls In other words Commanding voice Infringement Comply Intrusive Costly litterbugs Deterrent Loudspeakers Evidence Mistrust



1. What is a “talking” CCTV camera? Did you know it existed? 2. Can you compare with the situation in France? 3. In the news reports, what is the main use of CCTV? 4. Would you put your litter in the bin if asked by a talking CCTV? 5. Can you think of other ways to fight against littering? 6. Does CCTV make you feel safer? 7. Could the money spent on CCTV be used more appropriately? 8. Can technology discourage crime? 9. Does it simply shift crime? 10. “The UK is the most spied upon nation in the world” why doesn't it have the lowest crime rate? 11. Is it OK for the government or police to ignore your privacy to fight against terrorism? 12. Can you give examples of other ways we are being watched? 13. Should those issues be debated more widely? Naming and shaming Outrageous Pedestrians Petty crimes Phone tapping Privacy Scold Sheepish



To be taken aback To monitor To pick up To some extent Unfortunately Warning Widespread Yobs



Crosswords Across 2. slightly embarrassed 4. describes something that will probably happen or is expected 6. a noisy, rough, uncontrolled fight 8. the activity of fighting a war 10. controlled and obeying all rules completely 11. an area of water smaller than a lake, often artificially made 13. anxiety 14. to speak angrily to someone because they have done something wrong Down 1. the state of not being trusted or respected 3. which seems to have authority and therefore demands your attention 5. involved in things which should be private 7. correctly, or in a satisfactory way 9. to cause someone to do or not to do something by making them feel ashamed 12. waste material or unwanted or worthless things



History of CCTV in the UK Place the dates below in the appropriate boxes.



Number of Cameras
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Questions: 1) Listen to the song and fill in the blanks 2) Answer the 

Vera, Chuck & Dave. Send me a POSTCARD drop me a line,. Stating point of view. Indicate precisely what you mean to say. Yours sincerely, wasting away.
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1. Fill in the blanks 2. Comprehension 3. Going beyond 

This turns it into a thick toffee gunk. You pour this over the biscuit paste. The third stage is to slice the and place them on top of the toffee. Lastly, you whip the ...
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Extreme Workplaces 1) Listening comprehension: Fill in the blanks 

I design the running clothes, so I like to go test out the stuff that I design. It's pretty much my ... Read more: The Disadvantages of Offering Flextime | eHow.com.
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Worksheet Week 7: CCTV Fill in the blanks with the following words 

Another satirical name for a CCTV camera is ... CCTV cameras with speakerphones: a) 7 b) 17 ... Middlesbrough Mayor used to work for a security agency. R/W ...
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THANKSGIVING WEBQUEST LISTEN and FILL in the BLANKS .fr 

That was cool because two groups with little in common came together and formed a â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. and friendship agreement. Part of that agreement allowed the ...
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Cover letter 1) Fill in the blanks A 

get their exact title and the correct spelling of their name. Step 2: Open with introduction: Open your letter with a short introduction that gets right to the.
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Fill in the blanks Hanging 10? Surf's up, ______ 

Feb 29, 2012 - 9: a set of physical and mental exercises, ... or physical exercise. Down: ... Past Perfect Simple. Future ... b) Simple present/ present progressive.
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Job interviews: part 3 1) Watch the video and fill in the blanks 

The proper body language ______ interest and engagement. NO ______! Step 11: Before you leave, ask about the next step in the process and the ______ ...
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Fill in the chart . Answer the questions .fr 

example. . Fill in the chart. Fill in the chart to show how the following elements are linked together ..... Catchphrase. â€“ Slogan; logo; brand name ... Look at the vocabulary and show that a feeling of â€œeasinessâ€� is conveyed by several key wor
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Lesson Proposal Form – Winter Quarter 2012 Fill in the blanks 

Fill in the blanks using the correct form of heat transfer. 1. The transfer of heat through material by direct contact is . 2. is the transfer of heat in a fluid (gas or ...
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Cover letters part 2 Cover Letters 1 Fill in blanks using the words 

If you are ______ or if you have any questions I am ______ for a recruitment ______ . I thank you ... I look forward to hearing from you. ... Recruitment consultant ...
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Writing a resume A) Video 1. Fill in the blanks At some point in your life 

At some point in your life, you'll have to ______ ______ of bed, put on some ... Sad, we know, but hey, you may not look so hot in .... a recruitment consultant ...
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Just The Way You Are 

DMaj7 Gm6/D DMaj7. G/D DMaj7. DMaj7. G m7 5 GMaj7. Bm7 D7 5 GMaj7. Gm6. F m7. Am7 D7(9) GMaj7. Gm6. F m7. Bm7. E9sus4. 1. E7( 11). A9sus4. Em7.
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2. The electricity grid Fill in the blanks with t - Jean-David Delord 

âƒ� It requires many infrastructures to carry electricity from power plants to ... steam â€“ generator - turbine â€“ rotor - shaft - coil - magnetic â€“ blackout - fossil fuels ...
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______ Mark: Teacher: 1. Circle the 

Circle the correct verb form in each of these sentences. a) My friend Vivienne ... q) Do you have / Did you have a nice weekend in London? r) Diane visits ...
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If you are joining the OIB section we strongly recommend you get into 

If you are joining the OIB section we strongly recommend you get into the habit of reading in ... The Narnia booksâ€‹ (the first one isâ€‹ The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobeâ€‹) by CS. Lewis ... The Memory of Loveâ€‹, Aminata Forna. For those ...
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If you are joining the OIB section we strongly recommend you get into 

Ernest Hemingway,â€‹The Old Man and the Sea. Laurie Lee,â€‹ Cider ... Read the whole collection of Rosetti's poems in any order you want. As you read, record ...
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The call and the answer Lyrics 

The call and the answer Lyrics. You called and I ran. As wild as the wind which rows across the moor. All we needed was each other. Like the eagle we will soar.
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you are in the meeting@livingroom - Julie Meitz 

Aug 1, 1999 - YOU ARE IN THE [email protected] ARCHIVES. TO READ NEW MESSAGES, CLICK HERE multi-disk : multi-sensory synthetic ...
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The Netsize Guide 2008, Mobile 2.0 you are in control 

end-user device support, promotion and marketing management, and mobile ... cess will benefit our customers, delight their customers and unleash a torrent of ... services portfolio and sharpened its focus on vertical markets such as gaming. ... ten t
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Dear Miguel, How are you doing? Could you drop me a line and fill me 

plan with business users and sponsors. As soon as we finish the ... project after having made a communication plan with the piloting committee's approval.
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I - Give the right answer : 1- His brother wants to renounce .â€¦ the 

6- The finance manager .â€¦ the company into bankruptcy and all the staff was made redundant. .... 39- This job carries a lot of responsibilities. .â€¦ to undertake it?
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le verbe FAIRE A. Le verbe FAIRE Fill in the blanks with ... 

Fill in the blanks with the CORRECT FORM of the expression that appropriately completes the sentence. You may use some expressions more than once! faire.
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Fill the Void 

Synopsis. Fill the Void tells the story of an Orthodox Hassidic family from Tel Aviv. Eighteen-year-old Shira is the youngest daughter of the family. She is about to ...
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Report CCTV 1) Fill in the blanks and circle the right answer If you are headed
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